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INTRODUCTION

A DIALOGUE
ON INCLUSIVITY

Inclusive play is at the heart of a MONSTRUM playground,
from forming the initial concept, closely weaving
contextually relevant narratives with a universal appeal to
the physical play features themselves.
It is our responsibility as designers and makers of
playgrounds to ensure we create the most inclusive
environments for the users and visitors. Since the founding
of MONSTRUM in 2003, we have continuously strived to
go beyond what is expected of playgrounds, challenging
the play experience and what it means to be inclusive.

AN INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE BORING
An Inclusive playground is not a handicap playground.
The objective is to add play value for users outside the
regular user group, not to diminish the fun and adventure.
To play is an essential part of children’s development, it is
the means of how they come to communicate with and
understand the world around them. As the world itself can
be a fascinating yet dangerous place to grow up in, at
MONSTRUM we believe the objective of a playground to
be an equally inspiring alternative where children safely
can test and develop their skills and social abilities.
Unfortunately many children and their families and carers
face numerous challenges and obstacles due to the
exclusive nature of most playgrounds and parks around
the world. This occurs in spite of the intention of several
Disability Acts such as the ADA, European Technical
Standards and the Equality Act, demanding that all
playgrounds should be accessible. In fact, accessible
playground designs can also be unintentionally excluding.
Quite often accessible playgrounds can come across as
‘too easy’ or boring for the family members that are used
to a higher level of physical challenges resulting in areas
of segregation, denying a family or group of friends the
opportunity to play together.
A playground is a place where children come to be
inspired, face challenges, assess the risks of those
challenges and overcome them. A good playground
should inspire movement. But more than that a great
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playground should be a gathering place sparking the
imagination and challenging all visitors to create the best
play experience for themselves. They become explorers,
navigators, code-breakers having ownership over their
own play experience. A great inclusive value on the
playground is also inspiring children to work/play together
and accept one another, regardless of their differences.
An inclusive playground addresses the needs of all
individuals, including those with developmental disabilities
such as autism spectrum disorder, people with intellectual,
cognitive, sensory, physical, and other disabilities. An
inclusive playground focuses on providing spot-on play
value for the whole spectrum of children all over the
playground giving them a chance to meet in the same
realm of challenges.
Essentially Inclusive playgrounds put people first. When an
environment is inclusive it increases people’s acceptance
of one another, thus strengthening the community. People
of all abilities gain confidence, learn more skills to aid
personal growth and have more social opportunities.
The founding three principles of MONSTRUM
playgrounds; ‘Artistic Quality’, ‘Inspiration to Move’ and
a ‘Gathering Place’, will be used to analyse the inclusive
value of each of the playgrounds; The Globe, The Salmon
and King Salman Park (in development). The reason for
choosing these three playgrounds is that they very in size,
budget and context. This allows for a more comprehensive
analysis of how the three principles can be adapted to a
variety of ambitions for a new playground project.

AIM OF THIS ANALYSIS...
•

Learn from existing playgrounds, what worked well?

•

Gain inspiration on how to be more inclusive in the
process of developing a playground

•

Develop methods to better assess the level of
inclusiveness in a playground

•

Explore MONSTRUMs ambitions to be leading in
designing inclusive playgrounds

Ole Barslund Nielsen,
Director of MONSTRUM

REDEFINING INCLUSIVITY

OUR MONSTROUSLY
INCLUSIVE STRATEGY
THREE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF AN
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND
Inclusivity has always been at the heart of
MONSTRUMs three design principles: Artistic Quality,
Inspiration to Move and being a Gathering Place for
all. The principles ensure that people are placed at the
heart of the playground. Whilst it is the MONSTRUM
way to go beyond what is ordinary or expected, it is
important to mention that all play features and access
routes are designed to comply with accessibility
recommendations , amongst others, the American
Disability Act (ADA) and safety regulations in EN 1176
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ARTISTIC
QUALITY
Artistic quality on a playground is a giant moose or a
fish or a boat roaming the oceans. In a MONSTRUM
playground artistic quality is at least a third of the
play experience and the adventure is accessible and
engaging for everybody.
Based on visual arts and design, MONSTRUM makes
playgrounds that are not only physical challenging
equipment but inspires kids to play by being
and adventurous scene where there is space for
imagination. The playgrounds become sculptures
in the urban landscape, telling stories and making
people smile just by looking at them. They become
landmarks of their surroundings, making both children
and adults talk about “meeting by The Moose.”
The imaginary play is likewise important in terms
of accommodating kids with special needs. The
playground is an entire experience for all kids.
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INSPIRATION
TO MOVE
A good playground should inspire kids to move.
The swing and the rope way are classical
playground elements where you can feel the
joy and the anticipation in your stomach just
by looking at it. But what makes a playground
great is that kids are not able to figure it out
just by looking at it. They have to explore it.
When they are running or climbing through the
playground there is not only one right way. They
have to consider a lot of options and paths,
assessing their motor skills and safety. This
creates continuous movement and a lot of fun.
There are lots of routes and challenges, some
are easy and some are difficult.

ACHIEVEMENTS:
•

HEALTHY AND FUN EXERCISE GETTING
THE PULSE UP

•

DEVELOPING BODY AWARENESS

•

DEVELOPING PHYSICAL SKILLS

•

CHALLENGING ALL ABILITIES AND
AGES

•

DESTINATIONS ON THE PLAYGROUND

ACHIEVEMENTS:
•

ADVENTUROUS SCENES TO EXPLORE
ATTRACTING KIDS TO THE PLAYGROUND

•

SPACE FOR IMAGINATION

•

SCULPTURAL NARRATIVES TO BE EXPLORED
AND CONVEYED BY ADULTS

•

INSPIRING EDUCATIONAL ELEMENTS

•

LANDMARKS CREATING IDENTITY TO THE
INDIVIDUAL SITES

•

UNIVERSAL INCLUSIVITY THROUGH
NARRATIVES AND IMAGES

•

A DESTINATION IN THE CITY AND IN THE
WORLD
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GATHERING
PLACES
When focusing on artistic quality and
challenges for all we embrace the power of
play. A playground can be an essential part of
childhood, inspiring and reflecting the challenges
of the physical world. It is a place where you
meet new friends and develop your ability to
socialize with other kids.
The basics of a gathering place is to create easy
access to the whole playground. A playground
is nothing without people. Everybody should
be allowed a place in the centre of play. The
scenography of MONSTRUM playgrounds
becomes a social platform where all ages
and cultures are entertained despite different
abilities. We gather people across generations
and cultures - because we speak in a language
everyone can understand.

ACHIEVEMENTS:
•

SOCIAL ABILITIES

•

REFLECTIONS ON THE WORLD AROUND

•

UNDERSTANDING OTHER CULTURES
AND AGES

•

PLAY VALUE BY BEING IN
COLLABORATION OR PARALLEL WITH
OTHER KIDS

•

PLAY FOR ALL AGES - THERE ARE JUST
AS MANY ADULTS AS KIDS ON A
PLAYGROUND

BALANCING REQUIREMENTS

EXPLORING
THE USER
It is not always possible to fully meet the needs of all users, as
the needs of one user may in fact work in conflict with another.
Often the complexity within the design process is becoming
aware of these occurrences and designing solutions and
situations, where an environment can still be inclusive to as
many users as possible without diminishing the individual
experience.
A “Normal” child can be clumsy, dyslectic, colour blind, shy,
cautious or wear glasses. But a “Normal” child can also be
energetic, curious, creative, courageous and with strong
abilities to climb, run, socialize and feel. This is all in the range

of being “normal”. But you could also argue that every child is
different and that there is no objective difference between a
normal and an impaired child. Every child has got its own set
of skills, values, abilities, interests and preferences depending
on physical heritage, culture, upbringing and age. The point
is that childhood is about developing personal skills and that
we as adults should provide the environment for them to best
do that. It is about focusing on what the individual child can
do, and develop these skills. Not on the impairments. The
playground should provide challenges for the whole spectrum
of abilities while also providing access even for kids with strong
impairments.

INCLUSIVE ACROSS THE SPECTRUM
Taking into consideration the recommendations from various
models such as; The Social Disability Model, The Disability
Medical Model and The Human Rights model we have
extracted a summary of impairments to consider when
evaluating the inclusiveness of the playgrounds:

PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

MENTAL IMPAIRMENT (ASD)

HEARING IMPAIRMENT

These impairments can range from
underdeveloped parts of the body to full paralysis.
Many of these kids can still participate in physical
activities with the right means of access provided
like access ramps and platforms. But an essential
part of the playground is the visual experience and
being together with friends and family. Accessibility
for wheelchair users is a essential.

Blind children can often use many of the physical
challenges with a little help. However a guiding
path or rail will help to explore more of their
surroundings on their own. They can also feel
comfortable enough to discover unknown corners
in a playground if there is auditory contact with their
parent or carer nearby

It can often be the case that children with ASD can
be overwhelmed by their senses and experience
over-stimulation. If this should happen, the
playground environment should provide a safe, and
enclosed area where the child can retreat to. It is
important to always give the child a choice.

Social exclusion is the biggest challenge to hearing
impaired children. It is difficult to create contact
and make new friends. Physical activities are fully
valid to hearing impaired children. And there are
even ways to play with sounds that stimulate play
between children. Sound is vibration, it does not
necessarily have to be heard.

PLAYGROUND OPPORTUNITIES:

PLAYGROUND OPPORTUNITIES:

PLAYGROUND OPPORTUNITIES:

PLAYGROUND OPPORTUNITIES:

LEARNING, SPEECH/LANGUAGE,
BEHAVIOURAL, DEVELOPMENTAL
AND MULTIPLE IMPAIRMENTS
Many impairments are not easily classified and
adopted in the overall strategy for inclusiveness but are
covered by the following general inclusive instruments .

PLAYGROUND OPPORTUNITIES:

• Swings,

• Guide rails with braille

• Quiet spaces

• Sound through vibration

• Easy access/exits

• Sand/water play

• Small hills in the ground
• Musical instruments

• Working/playing together through 			
non-auditory activities.

• Quiet spaces

• Slides,

• Easy exits from crowded/overwhelming 		
spaces

• Carousels

• Horizontal nets

• Ground level trampolines

• Swings

• Opportunity to foresee situations/spaces that 		
might be overwhelming

• Good sight lines through the
playground

• Sensory play

• Sand/water play,

• Easy parent access for close proximity

• Wheelchair parkour

• Slides,

• Alternative playground opportunities to avoid 		
overload of senses while still being close to 		
friends and family.

• Working together on interactive elements

• Carousels

• Exploring adventures together

• Zip lines

• Musical instruments

• Sensory play

• Manipulative play with mirrors

• Working together on interactive elements
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• Sensory play
• A wide variety of physical challenges
• Mental challenges
• Opportunity for close proximity to caretakers

THE GLOBE

ANALYSING
A PLAYGROUND
OF INCLUSIVITY
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

THE PLAYGROUND
AT DOKK1

DOKK 1 AARHUS
Situated on the harbour front of Aarhus, DOKK1
has become an integral landmark in the skyline of
Aarhus. It stands at the mouth of the river Aarhus
Å, connecting the historical city centre and the
industrial port. The ambition of the building extends
beyond the programme of the library, it is a platform
for knowledge, social and cultural exchange.
The building houses multiple programmes alongside
the library, from the department of citizen services
and meeting rooms for clubs and associations, to
a cafe and media spaces for all sorts of events and
activities. It is designed as an inclusive space, a
platform for all backgrounds and abilities, with a
parking bay situated on the ground floor below the
elevated building, there is inclusive access to all
areas of the building with escalators land lifts up to
the main platform, for families with young children,
and wheelchair users. The staircases are also a
popular means to access the elevated platform with
their strong geometric form grounding the seemingly
floating building to the harbour of Aarhus. Every form
of access has been given careful consideration to
enhance the experience of arriving at, and being
at DOKK 1, and this is precisely the ambition the
MONSTRUM playgrounds have simultaneously
strived to achieve.
The playgrounds were designed to enhance the
visitor experience at DOKK1, emphasising its role
as a new focal point in the public realm for both
citizens and visitors of Aarhus. One of the main
objectives for the playgrounds at DOKK 1 is to create
a diverse experience for all its visitors. A short library
trip can transform into a whole day out, suddenly
there are more activities for a family to do together.

INCLUSIVE NARRATIVES
For the playgrounds at Dokk1 , inspiration has been
taken from the cultural, historical and environmental
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context of the entire Globe to form the stories.
Resulting into iconic playgrounds that secure the
library and services at Dokk1 as a key destination
point for generations to come. The playgrounds are
a continuation of the vision of the Dokk1 Library, as
what has essentially become the public’s living room
of Aarhus.
MONSTRUM playgrounds always have a story at the
heart waiting to be told/discovered/experienced.
The stories allow for the playgrounds to inspire the
imagination of children, a more compelling reason
for older siblings to take part in the play and layers of
understanding for the adults to convey.
As a key element in the inclusive value of the
playgrounds has the classical challenge of being
good entertainment to children within a certain
range of age and abilities without leaving behind
children with impairments, older siblings and adults.
This is where the notion of an inclusive narrative has
a big role to play.
By placing a story, and universal language at the
centre of the playgrounds, they become educational
sculptural references in the urban and natural
landscape. They become landmarks in their own
right. Suddenly the scale of a giant Russian Bear can
become just as iconic a reference point for the city of
Aarhus as the building of DOKK1 itself.
Travel around the world form the stories behind the
five play structures that lead the visitor on a trail of
discovery across the globe. The playgrounds are a
celebration of the diverse nature and culture of our
planet. They playfully express the wonder of what a
child, teenager or adult can learn about themselves
and their environments when travelling, creating
conditions for cultural, social and knowledge
exchange. An inclusive dialogue for interaction,
to continue on the tradition of telling stories, and
allowing all to fall under the spell of the wondrous
and fascinating discoveries at all corners of the
world.

PLAYGROUND OVERVIEW

THE FIVE
DESTINATIONS
As a reflection of all the stories in the library, The Globe
Playground is designed as an adventure filled experience
full of immersive play experiences which draw on
inspiration from all corners of the world. Navigation is
key as the journey is just as an important part of the play
experience as the destination- the play structures. The
journey begins, as one reaches the main platform of DOKK1,
with a compass and curiously dotted line... The compass
tells the story of where you stand on the platform, but also
where you would be situated in the world. The dotted line
is in fact a play route, leading the visitor on a journey filled
with excitement and wonder.
The five playground structures are the main features in
the Globe playground inspired by the cultural natural, and
environmental landscapes from around the world. The
structure are designed in different scales with different
stories and play features within them. The range of diversity
across the structures ensures no-one is excluded from the
‘main event’ of the playground, as all five play structures
are equally important for the narrative. From the physical
challenges of climbing up the back of the American Eagle
which soars over the skyline of Aarhus, to the shallow
curves on the back of the Chinese Dragon, there is a play
challenge for all abilities.

THE VOLCANO
Volcano with slides, climbing nets and knobs

THE ICY NORTH
Ice platforms on springs.

THE AMERICAN EAGLE
Balance and crawl on the giant eagle.

THE RUSSIAN BEAR
7 m tall bear, giant slide, tunnel and balance
on trunks.

THE WARM SOUTH
Mr. Monkey, jungle net swing and jungle
grass to climb on.

THE CHINESE DRAGON
A giant dragon with slides.
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PLAYGROUND OVERVIEW

THE INTREPID
TRAVELLER

NORTH

200 cm x 350 cm

IL
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The journey around the Globe Playground
begins with a compass. Its role is to set the
course of the visitor, by knowing where they are
situated in the world, it means the story can
begin to take place. The main stairs coming
from the historical city centre of Aarhus leads
the visitor up to the main entrance of DOKK1 but
also to the western hemisphere of The Globe.
To the north one will find the play structures
telling the story of the landscape and nature of
Norway and Northern America whilst the South
leads to more tropical climates, and stories
alike. The five main playground structures
are connected on the ground surface with a
dotted line running across the entire elevated
platform of the library building. But the route is
not just a dotted line, it is the primary play route,
a signifier of ones’ travels around the world. It
symbolizes the adventure of paths well worn
and Simultaneously those less trodden and it is
the main cue to understand the narrative.
The storytelling role of the primary play route
inspires the imagination and role-play of
children and adults alike. One moment, the
visiting families could be drawn to the northern
face of the platform to take in the view of
the harbour of Aarhus, when suddenly, they
find themselves navigating a hot air balloon
on the way up to the North Pole. Just as
the Swedish adventurer Salomon Andreé
once did before them. Having arrived at the
ice drifts and traveling across the icy, snow
capped landscape, they may decide to sail
east to the Russian coast on a Viking ship and
encounter the infamous Russian Bear, where
they suddenly have to escape transferring to
the Trans- Siberian Railway coursing through
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

Asia to reach the great wall of China, and the
legendary stories of the Dragon. They may
choose to stay in the East a while, exploring the
Grand Bazaars of Istanbul, or venture further
south to the pyramids of Egypt to decipher the
mysterious hieroglyphics the Ancient Egyptians
once inscribed on the walls of their pyramids.
Once again a change of transportation takes
place where the family may choose to sail
across the West Indies, before hitting the
American coast, where travel upon horseback
is a must to travel across the wild west,
where perhaps if they are still eager for more
adventure they may board the hot air balloon
once again and set the course for the top of
Norway...

AZ

NM

MO

OK
TX

WEST

EAST

The play route has the biggest story to discover
and share, spiced with large paintings, text
and fun facts, there are no borders or levels for
imagination, it is the most inclusive form of play
for all. The images are set in thermoplastic so
that it is integrated with the ground surface, an
urban play carpet ready to inspire the hidden
adventurer in every visitor.

SOUTH

PLAYGROUND OVERVIEW

A CHALLENGE
FOR EVERYONE
GRADIENT OF
CHALLENGES

The scenography of the playground contributes
to a social platform where people of all ages and
backgrounds are entertained regardless of their
abilities. By using universal icons, such as animals
and landscapes, the playground gathers people
across generations and cultures using a language
everyone can understand and enjoy.
A meaningful gathering place promotes social and
cultural interaction. By enabling kids and parents
to meet new friends, play together and share
experiences they become cultural ambassadors of
the playground. They have the chance to convey
stories and inspire each other to take chances and
feel the thrill of overcoming a challenge. However,
the success of a gathering place is dependent on
offering diverse challenges on the same platform,
where collaborative and parallel play can take
place. The goal is to make people come back time
and time again considering the needs of people of
all ages and abilities. Considering parents and carers
as part of the inclusive experience is important as
they will often be a determining factor in the overall
experience, the frequency of visits and time spend
on the site.

DIVERSITY IN PLAY CHALLENGES
A good range of play features is integral for the
inclusive value. If the playground is too easy, or too
difficult then a family becomes divided. A great
playground should inspire people of all abilities to
have an adventure, to learn how to assess risks,
challenge themselves, and of course have fun whilst
doing so! Sometimes they can fail at a challenge, but
the power of choice means they know they can try
again the next time, and still have other options to
enjoy in the meantime. From the younger kids who
are used to play with their parents kneeling down
beside them, or children with ASD who need more
directional play, to the older children who want more
of a challenge. A playground as a gathering place
means they all have the opportunity for adventure.
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A SAFE SPACE
Children and their parents need to feel reassured
in a playground. A safe environment is one of the
key components for a gathering place. This can be
achieved by looking at the playground from the eye
perspective of a toddler up to teenagers, parents
and grandparents. There are hidden challenges
that come along with designing playgrounds, for
example when parents need to access a play
feature high up if their child is “stuck” or scared,
openings and tunnels should have a wide enough
diameter for them to be able to come to the rescue.
Another aspect of this is maintaining strong sight
lines between the children and the parents for
encouragement and reassurance.

CHALLENGES AND
REWARDS AT EVERY
LEVEL

0

LEVELS OF
ACCESS
AGE GROUP

0

CHALLENGES ARE SUBJECTIVE

This graph depicts the collective
power of an inclusive playground.
There is no place for a liner results
system, where those who face the
most difficult of challenges get the
best rewards.

ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
Does the playgrounds:
•

Offer a diverse range of challenges and
rewards with each play structure?

•

Promote play features that can to be used in
parallel or collaboration with other kids?

•

Include learning opportunities or stories in
context to the play ground?

•

Create social opportunities and scenarios
where kids can make new friends?

•

Create platforms of play for all ages? - There
are just as many adults as kids on a playground!

An inclusive playground means
that every level of ability has the
opportunity to have play challenges
and rewards with same hierarchy
from the easiest to the most difficult.
For example, slides are available for
kids with all kinds of impairments at
varying heights. A slide 1m up from
the ground can be just as exhilarating
as an experience for someone in a
wheelchair as a slide thats 7m high
for an older kid with full mobility skills.

99+

FRAMING THE INCLUSIVE PRINCIPLES

PLAYGROUND
STRUCTURE
The three principles; Artistic Quality, Inspiration
to Move and Gathering Places, form the
structure of MONSTRUMs inclusive philosophy.
The principles are used to frame the analytical
framework. This presentation is focusing on The

1

Globe playground at DOKK1, Aarhus, where the
inclusive analysis framework will be presented
in the three following chapters:

2

ARTISTIC
QUALITY
Five main play areas perform as focal points of the
playground, but there is also the primary play route
connecting the dots and giving clues and hints to the
overall narrative.

THE ICY NORTH

3

INSPIRATION
TO MOVE
There are two main axis of movement across the Globe
playground; primarily there is a horizontal axis, spanning
across the entire ground surface of Dokk1 inspiring
movement and facilitating inclusive circular flow.
Secondly there is the vertical axis which inspires varying
degrees of physical challenges consisting of climbing
routes, slides, swings and balancing platforms

GATHERING
PLACES
Providing physical challenges and stimulating intellectual
interaction creates a meeting place cuing games across
abilities and ages. An inspiring gathering place is an
accumulation of many points of interest.

THE VIEW TO THE
CITY
THE VOLCANO

THE RUSSIAN
BEAR

THE VIEW TO THE
HARBOUR

BIG PHYSICAL
CHALLENGES

THE AMERICAN
EAGLE

SMALL
PHYSICAL
CHALLENGES

MAIN ENTRANCE
TO LIBRARY

THE CHINESE
DRAGON

CAFE

THE COMPASS

THE JUNGLE
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THE NAVIGATION
ROUTE WITH
FLOOR PAINTINGS

GROUND SURFACE
The unfolding of the story on the ground
surface yields hours and hours of clue finding
and classical hide and seek games.

THE STORYLINE

1

ARTISTIC
QUALITY

INSPIRATION COMES
IN ALL FORMS
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

THE NORTH
THE COMPARISON OF SCALE TO A WALRUS
Painted on the concrete next to the Ice Floes, The Giant Walrus is
one to be revered. Using the life size scale of the Walrus triggers
the curiosity of the viewer to think about wildlife. Children will
want to learn more about what the habitat of a walrus is like?
What do they survive on the icy north? This leads to challenging
questions such as the ongoing debate of the environmental
crisis, inspiring children to become more critical and engaged
with their relationship to nature.

200 cm x 350 cm

EXPERIENCE FLOATING ON WATER
The Ice Floes lie at the most northern point of the playground,
with the harbour of Aarhus as a backdrop. The 13 ice drifts
are designed as a landscape of ice, where you can balance
and jump from platform to platform The visual connection
between the water and the ice drifts enhance the sensation
of floating on water. Photographing the scene from the right
perspective makes the ice floes appear to float directly over
the water.
The sculptural quality of the piece works as the setting for
an adventurous scene for exploration. The platforms invite
children and adults alike to test their balance navigating their
way across the ‘icy’ waters whilst trying to avoid ‘falling in’. The
platforms slope at different angles and respond differently
testing the response motor skills of all who venture across.
Secondly, the platforms have an extra layer of storytelling.
The paint on the sides differ according to the orientation,
emphasising the bigger story of where in the world you are
situated. As the visitor moves around the ice drifts, the white
tones shift from warm to cold, depending on their orientation
to the East or West. But then again: are there any East and
West on the North Pole?
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

THE EAST

THE CHINESE DRAGON
The Dragon is an important symbol in Chinese culture and
the vibrant colours, with its reference to the Chinese flag, is a
reminder to the visitor that they have now reached the Eastern
Hemisphere of the Globe.
The iconic figure firstly inspires younger children with the
gentle curves to explore the form of the dragon. The friendly
scale juxtaposes against the fearsome legends of the Dragon,
so that toddlers find themselves drawn to the figure, as seen in
the image to the right. Secondly it inspires a conversation on
Heroes, Dragons and Chinese culture. When is the year of the
Dragon in the Chinese calendar?

THE RUSSIAN BEAR
The Russian Bear is the biggest play structure in The Globe
Playground. Standing over seven meters tall, it is like the big
friend on the playground holding a hollow tree trunk for the
kids to slide down through. The Bear becomes synonymous
for DOKK1 and the playground is often heard to be described
as ‘the one with the giant bear’. This association adds to the
identity of DOKK1 in Aarhus as a destination for the city. A
reminder that there is something for all the family to enjoy
when visiting.
The scale of the bear makes it one of the biggest physical
challenges in the playground, standing amongst an obstacle
course of fallen logs, which tells the story of the vastness
of the Russian Forest. The inside of the bear is painted with
illustrations of small anecdotes, fun facts and images from
Russia and Siberia, adding a fun educational quality to the
play experience.
If a bear symbolizes Russia and a dragon China, what animal
symbolizes Denmark?

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

THE SOUTH

SWING FOR ALL
The openness of the scene leaves space for the imagination.
The simple figurative reference to a root like structure at the
base refers to the context of an African Jungle, anyone is
welcome to picture what the jungle rooftops would like in the
jungles of Congo or Mozambique when reclining on the nest
swing... As pictured in the image to the right, the nest swing
is universal in its appeal from young children who need the
support, to adults who have chosen to take a pause on their
journey through the city.

EXPLORE AMONGST THE TROPICAL TRUNKS
These image shows how the play structures comprised of the
trunks and monkey sculpture exceeds the expectations of the
playground.
For the image on the far left, the narrative has been expanded
from the designed play experience of moving amongst
and within the trunks to discovering the view from the top.
The designed routes were primarily designed for younger
kids on a level lying closer to the ground, over the ‘fallen’
trunks. However as seen in the image, the Jungle scene has
challenged and engaged older children by climbing across
the treetops, discovering a new angle and story waiting to be
told from a new perspective.
The image on the immediate left demonstrates how several
different age groups can come together and play together
at the same time. The jungle of the South becomes an
universally inclusive play experience by attracting ages and
abilities outside of its originally expected user group.
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

THE WEST

THE AMERICAN EAGLE
The American Eagle designed with its wings outstretched is
particularly evocative for the imagination for all who come
up to it. Children and adults alike are inspired to discover
the lightweight feeling of being airborne, which is further
enhanced by the skyline of the historical centre of Aarhus in
the background and its accompanying play structure of the
volcano top. The use of ropes underneath the wings of the
Eagle can be climbed and balanced on, so the children can
imagine themselves flying alongside the eagle.

A CANADIAN VOLCANO
The form of the volcano is interpreted in an abstract and
geometrical form. The artistic quality of the volcano works on
many levels, one main case is how the use of colour is integral
to the communication of the narrative. Vibrant and intense
tones of red and orange express the heat and molten activity;
a key element in communicating the story of the volcano.
The artistic use of colours create a distinct impression with the
orange line segments contrasting intensely to the muted grey
tones of the wood. The colours are also used as an indication
of movement. The sharp orange tones highlight potential play
routes, such as the orange batons climbing up the facade of
the volcano, and the gravitational flow of the slide down the
steeply sloping sides of the volcanic structure.
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS
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INSPIRATION
TO MOVE

BECOME
AN EXPLORER
OF THE WORLD
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ANALYSIS OF THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

INCLUSIVE
INFRASTRUCTURE
NORTH
INCLUSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
The concept of a playground for all people of all
abilities shouldn’t mean the sense of adventure
and exploration is hindered by regulations. We
elaborate on the elements within the playground
that celebrate the journey as a goal and a play
feature itself. The temptation to explore the whole
story creates traction, dragging children around
the building following the trail over small and large
obstacles assessing the challenges as they appear.
The use of floor paint in the Globe playground is
both way-finding and an integral play feature.
It is an infrastructure that ensures and enhances
inclusive movement. The way-finding and access
route as a result has become the main play
experience. The journey is accessible throughout the
surface, ensuring that it is friendly for people on foot
and on wheels. It does not discriminate against any
mobility impairments or physical abilities.
The unexpected sense of adventure on the
playground is an important way of maintaining the
balance between access and challenge creating
a notion of circular flow. The route ensures that
families and visitors to the playground get their
curiosity piqued from the first encounter when
climbing the steps or ascending up the elevator at
Dokk1. The infinite travel route has no end, inspiring
a constant flow of movement. It is in fact the largest
play feature, circling around the Library, connecting
the separate play structures as part of the greater
narrative of travel and experiences around the
globe.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

WEST

EAST

SOUTH
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CLASSIC
PLAYFEATURES
& PLAY FLOW

RUN, JUMP &
BOUNCE

CRAWL, CLIMB
& BALANCE

SLIDE

CRAWL, CLIMB
& BALANCE

The Globe playground offers many of the classic
play features to inspire movement. These ensure
a combination of group and solitary experiences
that are a fun way of getting the pulse running for
children and adults alike.
•

The slides are found in every zone of the
playground in varying sizes and levels of
difficulty. You can slide from a height just
above the ground for the younger kids and
kids with impairments, to nearly 5 metres of
hight challenging kids with more advanced
motor skills.

•

The swing and the hammock are for all
ages and abilities.

•

Balancing skills are challenged with
obstacle like courses based on the bespoke
narrative within each playground, primarily
with the use of wooden trunks.

•

Climbing and crawling challenges in all
levels from small mounts in the surface for
the wheelchair user and the toddler to the
Eagle and the jungle challenges for the
experienced climber

•

The ice flows on springs inspires all abilities
to play physically together suggesting
high level parkour to some and entry level
balance challenges to others.

But the primary play feature, pushing the
boundaries of inclusive play, is The Travellers
route. Painted onto the ground surface it is
connecting the dots and inspiring to run, walk
and drive along the 500 m long path. This is the
primary narration of The Globe Playground and
the created flow is the heart of the playground
experience.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

CRAWL, CLIMB
& BALANCE
ROLE PLAY

CRAWL &
CLIMB
SLIDE

ROLE PLAY

RUN, CRAWL &
BALANCE

SWING

SLIDE
ROLE PLAY

JUMP & RUN
CRAWL, CLIMB
& BALANCE

SLIDE
ROLE PLAY

CRAWL, CLIMB
& BALANCE
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DIVERSITY
ACROSS PLAY
STRUCTURES
An inclusive playground, means offering a diverse
range of choices and opportunities. Achieving this
diversity applies on several levels, from the scale of
the five play structures across Dokk1, to individual
play features within each playground. This diversity
can be seen in the two playground illustrations
highlighting the difference of physical challenges
between The Chinese Dragon, primarily aimed
towards toddlers and younger children and The
Russian Bear, which stands at over seven meters tall.
Whether a family has younger kids or older kids who
need more simulation, the play structures in The
Globe Playground offer something for all.
The play value of each element will be analysed in
detail in the last chapter of the DOKK1 playground
analysis.

CHINESE DRAGON

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

RUSSIAN BEAR

ANALYSIS OF THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

SCULPTURES
THAT INSPIRE
MOVEMENT

PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF PLAY
The breadth of the inclusive nature of the ‘Jungle in the south’
playground is demonstrated here, where risk takers, and
adventure hunters can be just as fulfilled in a playground
primarily designed for younger children. The boy pictured, has
challenged the story of the wooden trunks, merely climbing
through them was too easy, so he decided to climb up and
over. Thus the spectrum of users expands, including older kids
and teenagers who wouldn’t ordinarily be as stimulated in a
playground primarily catered to younger kids.

TAKING ON THE RUSSIAN BEAR
This sequence of images shows a young girl playing with
her father looking on. It all starts with a conversation where
we can see the young girl pointing up at the giant bear
structure. The father moves closer to watch, and oversee as
the young climbs into the physically challenging structure. The
sequence ends with the results of rewarding and exhilarating
experience apparent on her facial expression from whooshing
down the seven meter high slide.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS OF THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

OVERCOMING
PHYSICAL
THRESHOLDS

ASSESSING RISKS
A young girl is using her body as a tool for risk assessment,
measuring the distance across the ice platforms in the ‘Icy
North’ playground. This risk assessment can be carried
out due to the inclusive nature of the design, the low lying
platforms combined with the substrate opens up enough
safety stop its being intimidating for younger kids, or those less
physically able to experience the adventure of risk taking.

HOW HIGH CAN A SWING GO?
The image below shows the how the limits can be pushed for
the nest swing. Ordinarily a play feature for younger kids, or
those who cannot support themselves without the extra safety
net, here we see three young adults taking the nest swing
beyond its typically gentle range of motion to the maximum it
can possibly go. The result of their efforts include actions such
as jumping up to reach the swing as it arcs back, and falling
over from the exerted effort required to push, all the while
having good laugh throughout.

COLLABORATION
The design of the platforms encourages collaborative play,
whilst accessible in their nature from lying quite close to the
ground, there is a diverse range of difficulty in the spacing
between each platform. Suddenly one distance becomes
too wide for a younger child to jump alone, so an older sibling
or friend can join in the experience as shown in the image
sequence above. The physical challenge creates valuable
playground experience for both children; for the older sibling,
a sense of responsibility is achieved for having helped her
younger brother. And for the younger sibling a sense of
accomplishment for having overcome a physical hurdle.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND STRATEGY FOR KING SALMAN PARK
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GATHERING
PLACES

CONNECTING
ACROSS
DIFFERENCES
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ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
21 ° NORTH

CONNECTION TO CONTEXT:
The contextual situation is an important
factor of creating a good gathering
place. A young boy and his grandfather
take a pause from the excitement
to soak in the view of the harbour of
Aarhus.

PLAY FOR ALL AGES:
A playground as a successful gathering place
means that the fun includes a greater variety of
people than just kids. Here we see an adult couple
enjoying the wobbly sensation of the drift ice
platforms. Inclusive play includes adults too.

PARENTAL REASSURANCE:
The accessible nature of this play feature allows for
parents to interact easily with their children on the
platforms. Their design strengthens their quality as a
gathering place by having plenty of space around the
edges of the platforms so that parents can support
younger kids, who may find the challenge of keeping
their balance to difficult to tackle alone.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

PARALLEL PLAY:
This scenario depicts a sibling pair playing together
on the same platform. Whilst the older sister is
comfortable testing her balancing skills on the wobbly
platform, her younger brother is content to sit along
the edge. This way he can enjoy the wobbly sensation
with less risk of falling off.

COLLABORATIVE PLAY VALUE:
This scenario depicts an entire family playing together
on a single platform of drift ice. The inclusive nature of
this play feature means that the entire family can play
together simultaneously enjoying the same sensations
together and sharing the fun experience of testing
their balance on the wobbly platform.

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
104 ° EAST
CONNECTION TO CONTEXT:
The orientation of the playgrounds
have been aligned on a number of
layers, firstly for the purpose of the
narrative and their relation to the global
reference. But secondly to the local
context. The raised platform at DOKK1
provides a unique platform to view the
different faces of the city of Aarhus.
From the Eastern play structures a visual
connection is formed between the rich
industrial heritage of the ports.
AN EXPERIENCE FOR ALL AGES:
Placing the substrate flush to the
existing ground surface ensures that
the play structures can be enjoyed by
all. Here we see a younger child play
on the body of the Chinese Dragon, the
smaller scale of the structure creates a
good understanding of in knowing her
whilst two older woman have chosen to
walk through the play structures

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

A SAFE SPACE:
This scenario depicts a family taking a
pause amongst the play structures. The
benches which are located between
two diverse play structures allows for a
good overview for older and younger
kids.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

This scenario depicts that no matter the
age, there can always be a learning
opportunity. Two women have taken
a pause at the ‘Great wall of China’,
highlighting how the notion of how
storytelling enhances interactive
learning layer of the principle of
gathering places.

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
52 ° NORTHEAST
VISUAL AND VOCAL CONNECTIONS:
The wire mesh at the top of the slide
allows for the kids who venture up to the
top of the bear to communicate with their
parents or carers waiting for them below.
This connection provides the necessary
reassurances or children who are pushing
the boundaries of their motor skills, and
equally for worried parents who want to
know that their kid is doing okay so high up
from the ground!

A GATHERING SPACE FOR
ALL AGES:
An adult couple are depicted
here, taking a pause on their
journey around the globe
playground. They have
chosen to seat themselves
on a fallen log to take in
the experience and view.
It becomes a little more
exciting than just sitting on
an average bench, and a
playground is always full of
activity so there is always
something to watch!

A GATHERING A THE BOTTOM OF THE
SLIDE:
A typical gathering point in every
playground is the bottom of the slide.
Not unlike the school gates at the end of
the school day, the bottom of the slide is
a very social place for parents, carers or
older sibling. They all have something
in common which is waiting or a child
to come whooshing down the slide,
so it becomes very easy to strike up a
conversation, and compare the age of
your kids, or marvel at the scale of the
Russian Bear. They even have the added
bonus of soaking in the view of the Aarhus
harbour while they wait.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

PARENTAL REASSURANCE
This scenario depicts an
interactive experience on the
obstacle course with a mother
and a younger child. Ordinarily
the scale of this playground
attracts older kids, who seek
greater physical challenges.
But the diverse range of play
features means a very young
child, with the help of a parent,
can join in the fun.

AN OBSTACLE FOR ALL:
This scenario depicts a
woman, book in hand,
choosing the more challenging
route across the playground.
She challenges her motor skills
by climbing over the fallen
trunks of the vast Russian
forest.

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
193 ° SOUTH
DIVERSITY IN THE PLAY CHALLENGES:
This scenario depicts the fundamentals of the inclusive
nature of designing playgrounds as a gathering place.
We see a literal spectrum of abilities in one situation in the
middle of the jungle trunks. From the ground up, we have
a young girl testing the full capacity of her physical skills
trying to climb up onto a log path. Looking down upon her,
voicing encouragement is an older sibling who stands at
ease at a much higher vantage point. We also have several
more kids at varying height levels across the jungle of
trunks. The varying heights means there is a varying level of
physical challenges for everyone, in the same place, so no
one faces the risk of being left behind on an adventure.

REFLECTIONS ON THE WORLD AROUND:
The kids who are less risk averse relish the challenge of
pushing the limits of the playground. They have the special
vantage point from climbing up to the top of the trunks
by taking the narrative of the playground and the local
context of Aarhus in a completely new perspective.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

COLLABORATIVE PLAY VALUE:
The scale of the monkey in the Jungle of the South
playground allows for several families to play on the same
play feature at once. The scale is just big enough that
it allows for the parents of the kids to be able to interact
closely with their kids. This fosters an environment for social
interactions and exchange, as it is important not to neglect
the interactive role of the parents on the play ground!

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
94 ° NORTHWEST

A SOCIAL CARPET:
The spatial relationship between these two
play structures makes it one of the biggest
play surfaces in the globe playground. The
artistic substrate not only performs the role
as a safety surface for when children may
fall of the structures, it also acts as a form of
social carpet. The soft undulating surface
as depicted here as the perfect outlook
spot for parents, or older family members
to gather. As we see in the scenario to the
right, we have two older women sitting on
the ridge of a Canadian mountain range,
looking upon their child running through
the volcano play structure. The social
carpet ties the stories of the two structures
together, creating a narrative space where
all who run, climb, sit or relax are part of
the adventure.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS
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GATHER AT
94 ° NORTHWEST

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES

SOLITARY PLAY:

TAKING A PAUSE:
The majority of visits to a playground
involve the entire family with the parents
and carers accompanying the children.
Therefore it is important not to neglect
the needs of a guardian when creating
an inclusive gathering space. Here
we see how the play structure itself is
versatile enough to simultaneously host
play activities by the children and resting
spots for parents. A woman has stopped
to read through a leaflet on the side of a
volcano.... Its not everyday that someone
can tell the story of when they were
reading in such an adventurous location.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

A successful gathering place is social, and
collaborative, but it is just as important to make
space for the solitary play. An inclusive gathering
space welcomes, the dreamer, the introvert and
the solitary explorer. Here we see a young girl
confident in her independence exploring the
surface of the volcano play structure.

A big part of any playground experience is learning to play
together. Here we see how kids of different ages are waiting in
queue for their turn. There is no discrimination against age or
ability in a gathering place, the younger boy is pushed to the limits
of testing his motor skills, whilst the older siblings are waiting in
turn, and ready to come to his assistance if needed.

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

GATHER AT
94 ° NORTHWEST
A PLAYGROUND YOU DON’T
OUTGROW:
This image show three teenage boys.
Typically kids tend to stop ‘playing’ when
they reach their teens, however an
inclusive gathering space ensures that
there is enough complexity in the play
challenges and narratives to attract an
older audience. In this scenario they are
gathered on the gently slope substrate
depicting a Canadian mountain ridge,
with a guitar in hand.

PARENTAL REASSURANCE
In this scenario we have a mother
helping her younger child up the back
of the American Eagle to join in the
adventurous play experience with her
older sister. The inclusive quality of this
structure allows for kids who ordinarily
would not be able to take on the physical
challenge alone, join their older siblings.
By designing play structures on a scale
which challenge the physical motor
skills, but still maintains a parent friendly
scale, it anchors the philosophy at the
heart of a gathering space. Challenges
for every level and ability, with or without
assistance.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS
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EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF INCLUSIVITY

PLAYGROUND
ANALYSIS
The purpose of this analysis is to examine the play
experience for children with different abilities. The
table present a runs through the play features from
The Globe playground, rating the inclusive qualities
and experiences according to the three principles,
Inspiration to move, Artistic quality and gathering
places.

Inclusive Play features

PLAYFEATURES

THE ICY NORTH

We have considered the play experience for
the following impairments; physical, visual and
the Autism Disorder Spectrum (ASD) as these
are considered to be the most disabling on the
playground. The analysis also takes into account
the consideration that all children, and carers on
the playground and strive for equal opportunities
for all.

Description of inclusive play
experience

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %

Drift Ice Platforms on
Springs

The 13 ice flats are designed as a landscape of ice, where you can balance and jump around from platform to
platform.

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• The ice flats are all low lying, so people
of all ages can clamber up with or
without assistance.
• Some of the surfaces are without
springs and have a gentle gradient.
This makes them easier to access and
transfer to, if a child has a mobility
impairment or is a wheelchair user.
• There is a gradient of difficulty across
the platforms, which also increases
with the speed so there isa challenge
for all abilities who want to test their
balance skills.

30

• The forms of the drift ice platforms are
based upon the geometric shapes of
the realistic forms of the ice flats in the
north.
• The patterns in the floor substrate are
designed from an aerial photo of ice
flats at Svalbard, enhancing the visual
narrative.

35

• The platforms as a play feature cover
enough are also that there is enough
space for the whole family to be able
to play simultaneously.
• The platforms with gentler gradients
allows for younger kids, older
grandparents to be a part of the
experience without the risk of falling
off.
• The platforms can also be sat upon for
the parents or carers who want to be a
part of the experience, and can
experience the wobbly floating
sensation whilst safely having their
feet on the ground.

35

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

SUBTOTAL

THE RUSSIAN
BEAR

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

15

35

15

20

35

35

70

35

35

20

35

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The scale of the bear, being the tallest
play structure at 7,5m, becomes the
main landmark among the play
structures as it can be seen from such a
distance.
• The Bear is a great gathering place to
take in the view of te surrounding
harbour, from the ground surface, but
also from within the bear, as there are
small openings to peek out from.
• Part of the fallen logs from the obstacle
course act as benches, creating small
pockets of hangout spaces for
teenagers, and parents waiting for
their kids.

35

35

35

35

100

85

70

100

• The main attraction of the playground
is the giant slide, at seven meters high it
challenges all the kids who want to
slide down, climb up through the giant
bear first.
• Fallen log like structures scattered over
the substrate surface create an
obstacle course testing the balance
skills for kids and adults alike.
• Wheelchair users are able to navigate
the obstacle course on the level of the
substrate passing along the logs and
driving through the legs fo the giant
bear.

15

A giant undulating
dragon with slides

The play structure of The Chinese Dragon is primarily aimed at younger kids, with climbing structures as part
of the body of the dragon located closer to the ground surface.

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• The body of the dragon is broken into
separate structures spaced out across
the substrate, some are just climbing
structures and some have small slides
coming down them.
• The low level of the slides and
structures means that wheelchair users
can be transferred to sit upon the body
of a dragon, or have a go on one of the
smaller slides.
• The fragmented dragon creates a
spatial quality across the playground
encouraging all who pass through to
run, drive climb and crawl around the
body of the dragon.

30

15

15

15

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The unique iconic form of the Dragon
will inspire the imagination of all who
visit the playground
• The legendary image of the Dragon
will inspire storytelling of associated
myths and legends, creating
conversations connecting across
different cultures, what other countries
have important symbolism associated
with a red dragon?

35

35

20

30

100

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

15

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %

35

The Russian Bear is one of the most physically challenging of the playground. Kids who aren’t afraid of heights
and testing their balance will relish the physical challenges of this play structure. It tends to attract older, more
skillful kids making it an inclusive space for an often neglected age group.
30

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

• The unique giant form of the bear will
inspire the imagination of all who visit
the playground, the narrative is also
further enhanced by the scale, as it is
the tallest structure in the playground.
• Paintings and anecdotes are painted
on the inside of the giant bear telling
stories from Russia and Siberia.
• Parents can tell the story of the Russian
bear, and help decipher the anecdotes
written inside.

35

THE CHINESE
DRAGON

85

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

30

The Bear amongst the
fallen logs, holding a
giant slide

1

Description of inclusive play
experience

SUBTOTAL

100

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

PLAYFEATURES

30

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The unique sculptural form of the
Monkey will inspire the imagination of
all who visit the Warm South
playground
• Role play is inspired with the small hut
structure, as a potential shelter for an
intrepid jungle explorer, or as a tarzan
figure roaming the wild overgrown
landscape.
• The strong use of colours create a
sharp contrast against the muted tones
of the industrial area which lie in the
background, strengthening the
narrative of being in sunnier climes.

35

35

20

35

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The playground of the Warm South lies
close to the entrance to the cafe and
extra facilities indoors, making it an
extended part of the already existing
social scene.
• The playground comes to life at
different times of the day, attracting
older kids later once the younger kids
Description of inclusive play
have left to challenge their balancing
experience
skills along the tree tops.

30

20

20

10

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
100 users %
70

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %55

EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF INCLUSIVITY

PLAYGROUND
ANALYSIS
PLAYFEATURES

Description of inclusive play
experience

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The friendly scale of the Chinese
Dragon makes it an especially great
gathering space for families with
younger kids
• Older kids are not left out, as with their
independence they are able to
challenge their skills on the
neighbouring play structure of The
Russian Bear as there is a good visual
connection between the two
playgrounds.
• The low lying structures act as natural
benches for older adults and parents to
gather whilst their kids play, with the
added bonus of another fantastic view
of the Aarhus Harbour.

SUBTOTAL

THE WARM
SOUTH

35

20

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %

20

10

100

70

55

• The nest swing is an attractive feature
as the only swing across all five
different play areas. Its inclusive nature
means children, and adults of any age
and physical ability can enjoy the
sensation.
• There are a lot of climbing challenges,
with the jungle like mass of trunks and
the monkey figure is also very
climbable.
• Balancing skills can be tested on the
fallen logs as well as the tops for the
more physically adventurous.
• A wheelchair user can drive amongst
the giant monkey and trunks and into
the hut on along the ground surface
level. (?? CHECK!)

35

• The unique sculptural form of the
Monkey will inspire the imagination of
all who visit the Warm South
playground
• Role play is inspired with the small hut
structure, as a potential shelter for an
intrepid jungle explorer, or as a tarzan
figure roaming the wild overgrown
landscape.
• The strong use of colours create a
sharp contrast against the muted tones
of the industrial area which lie in the
background, strengthening the
narrative of being in sunnier climes.

35

• The playground of the Warm South lies
close to the entrance to the cafe and
extra facilities indoors, making it an
extended part of the already existing
social scene.
• The playground comes to life at
different times of the day, attracting
older kids later once the younger kids
have left to challenge their balancing
skills along the tree tops.

30

AMERICAN EAGLE The giant Soaring Eagle
with climbing grips and
nets

PLAYFEATURES
AMERICAN EAGLE The
giant Soaring
Eagle
Inspiration
to move:
with
climbing
grips and
Physical
engagement
nets

15

15

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

55

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

The playground of the Warm South has a varying degree of challenges amongst its features, making it one of
the most diverse play structures. With something for younger kids, but also older kids too, its a place where the
whole family can gather.

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

PLAYFEATURES

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

The monkey amongst a
jungle of trunks, and
swing

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

15

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

SUBTOTAL

35

20

35

THE VOLCANO

A geometric form with a
slide and climbing nets
SUBTOTAL

THE VOLCANO

A
geometric
with a
Inspiration
toform
move:
slide
andengagement
climbing nets
Physical

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

20

20

10

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement
Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

100

70

55

60

The American Eagle is a sculptural stand alone play structure, situated alongside the volcano. They share the
same substrate surface depicting the northwestern landscape of the globe.

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum 60
Disorder
% play
Description of inclusive play
Total play
Inclusive play Inclusive play (ASD)
Inclusive
experience
experience % value for
value for
value for
The
American
Eagle is
a sculptural
stand alone play structure,
situated alongside
the volcano.
share the
30 wheelchair
30 visually
20 They
25
• The
Eagle consists
primarily
of climbing
Autism
same
substrate
surface
depicting
the northwestern landscape of the globe.
challenges
with
climbing
grips and
users %
impaired %
Spectrum
ropes to navigate up, and balance on
Disorder
• There is a possibility to slide or jump off
(ASD) %
the wings of the eagle for the more
adventurous
of kids,
makingof
it a
30
30
20
25
• The
Eagle consists
primarily
climbing
versatile play
structure
in terms
of
challenges
with
climbing
grips and
physical
challenges.
ropes
to navigate
up, and balance on
• There is a possibility to slide or jump off
35
35
10
35
• The
iconic
form
of
the eagle
the wings of the eagle
for theismore
synonymous of
with
many
stories
adventurous
kids,
making
it aand
anecdotes
from
American
culture.
versatile
play
structure
in terms
of
• physical
The lightchallenges.
materiality of ropes under the
wings can be climbed on, with it
spoiling
theform
illusion
of the
soaring
35
35
10
35
• The
iconic
of the
eagle
is
eagle, so this with
way many
the kids
can and
synonymous
stories
imagine themselves
flying alongside
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EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF INCLUSIVITY

PLAYGROUND
ANALYSIS
PLAYFEATURES

Description of inclusive play
experience

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The geometric form of the volcano
creates a faceted surface that
welcomes people of all abilities to get
as high up as they are able to. It also
offers potential seating opportunities
for parents who are watching their kids
play.
• A large platform at the top of the
volcano offers great views over the
historical centre of Aarhus.
• The volcano is located next to the
American Eagle structure, so there is
enough for the whole family to be
engaged with in one place.

SUBTOTAL

THE JOURNEY
ACROSS THE
GLOBE

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %
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35
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35

100

80
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90

A painted play route
connecting all five
structures

The five playground structures are connected on the ground surface with a dotted line running across the
entire elevated platform of the library building. But the route is not just a dotted line, it is the primary play route
scattered with images, text and fun facts telling stories from around the world.

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• The play route connects all five play
structures across the Globe
Playground, making it the biggest play
feature of all. Children are inspired to
run, skip, cartwheel, hop and drive
along the route
• The images are set in thermoplastic so
that it is integrated with the ground
surface, creating a smooth finish that is
friendly for wheelchair users, and
parents with strollers.

35

15

15

30

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The story of navigation and journeys is
depicted with a giant compass located
by the main entrance to the library
• The paintings all along the route are
located at geographic references to
where they are originally located in the
world. The use of coordinates help to
contextualise where the stories take
place from the jokes of the Ancient
Egyptians write-in hieroglyphics to a life
scale painting of a giant walrus, the
biggest story to discover is at the feet of
ever visitor.

30

30

15

25

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The play route challenges the concept
of a gathering place as a singular
(stationary?) place. The play route
stretches out to encompass the entire
raised platform at DOKK1 as one giant
gathering place.
• The circular flow encourages
movement around all play structures
emphasizing the idea of a journey itself
as social, collaborative experience. It is
the story of the journey that is the
gathering place.
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80
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SUBTOTAL

TOTAL AVERAGE

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

THE SALMON AND
THE FISHING BOAT

ANALYSING
A PLAYGROUND
OF INCLUSIVITY
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

CREATING AN
INCLUSIVE
			IDENTITY
HALLARNA MALL, HALMSTAD
Hallarna Shopping Mall in Halmstad, Sweden,
wanted to offer visiting families a good play
experience, that would help brand the mall and
improve the customer experience. Situated on the
southern side of Halmstad, adjacent to the European
highway E6, the shopping mall opened in 2017 with
the aspirations to extend beyond just a shopping
experience. In the same year, a journal, Market,
voted it Sweden’s best shopping complex. The
renovation of an old eurostop has transformed the
southern entrance to Halmstad by offering a new
destination hotspot.
The scope of the Hallarna complex extends beyond
the programme of just shopping, it is designed as
platform for gathering and entertainment for its
visitors. With over 80 shops, restaurants and cafés
under one roof, covering everything from fashion and
beauty to technology, food and drinks the Hallarna
mall offers an inclusive experience for its visitors. On
top of this one can find Scandinavia’s largest public
cylindrical aquarium and a continuous rota of events
and fun activities. The Hallarna mall is ambitious in
its aspirations to be the main shopping destination
for the town of Halmstad.

THE SCALE OF INCLUSIVE VALUE
Part of the mentioned aspirations to enhance the
visitor experience at Hallarna, include The Salmon
and the fishing boat playground. Although smaller
in scale and budget in comparison to the other
playground- The Globe, the inclusive values are
just as apparent. The narrative of the playground
is inspired by the relation of the town of Halmstad
and the sea. The design of the playground is open,
and doesn’t overshadow the square in the sense
that the scale is on the smaller end of the spectrum.
This is a balance that is important for the inclusive
scale, whilst it is important to work in harmony with

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

the context, it should still be iconic enough and
offer exciting stimulation to be able to enhance the
identity of the Hallarna mall.
The quintessential Swedish red huts, and classic
fisherman’s boat triggers the imagination of being at
Sea. Not to mention the giant salmon, a fish which
is well known for roaming Swedish waters. The
playstructures as well as the bouncing lily pads hold
different play features with four play structures with
different challenges and play features.
The Hallarna mall represents an inclusive space, as a
platform for all backgrounds and interests, and this is
precisely the ambition the MONSTRUM playgrounds
always strive to achieve. The aspirations for The
Salmon and the Fishing Boat playground at Hallarna
is to create a diverse experience for all its visitors. A
short trip to the mall can evolve into a fun day out,
creating more activities for a family to enjoy together.

PLAYGROUND OVERVIEW

THE SALMON AND
THE FISHING BOAT
The Salmon and the Fishing Boat is a water
themed playground for kids of all ages. It’s
divided into two areas: The Shallow Waters
for little kids to play in, with small houses and
water lilies on springs. And The Deep Waters
enfolds a much more daring adventure. Meet
the giant salmon or steer the fishing boat across
the wild ocean. A challenge to explore for the
bigger kids. The salmon can be climbed using

the climbing knobs on the side and the kids can
use the slide on its side to slide down. The fish
can be entered through the mouth or the hole
in the side. The Giant Salmon is swimming next
to a boat, that is entangled in a fishing net and
seaweed. The adventurous deep sea scene
enables kids to move across the playground
without touching the ground and play ‘The floor
is lava’ and other games.

THE FISHING BOAT

SEAWEED TRUNKS

THE FISHERMAN’S
HUTS

THE GIANT SALMON

THE WATER LILIES

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

PLAY FEATURES AS GATHERING PLACES

A CHALLENGE
FOR EVERYONE
GRADIENT OF
CHALLENGES

The scenography of the playground contributes
to a social platform where people of all ages and
backgrounds are entertained regardless of their
abilities. By using universal icons, such as animals
and landscapes, the playground gathers people
across generations and cultures using a language
everyone can understand and enjoy.
A meaningful gathering place promotes social and
cultural interaction. By enabling kids and parents
to meet new friends, play together and share
experiences they become cultural ambassadors of
the playground. They have the chance to convey
stories and inspire each other to take chances and
feel the thrill of overcoming a challenge. However,
the success of a gathering place is dependent on
offering diverse challenges on the same platform,
where collaborative and parallel play can take
place. The goal is to make people come back time
and time again considering the needs of people of
all ages and abilities. Considering parents and carers
as part of the inclusive experience is important as
they will often be a determining factor in the overall
experience, the frequency of visits and time spend
on the site.

DIVERSITY IN PLAY CHALLENGES
A good range of play features is integral for the
inclusive value. If the playground is too easy, or too
difficult then a family becomes divided. A great
playground should inspire people of all abilities to
have an adventure, to learn how to assess risks,
challenge themselves, and of course have fun whilst
doing so! Sometimes they can fail at a challenge, but
the power of choice means they know they can try
again the next time, and still have other options to
enjoy in the meantime. From the younger kids who
are used to play with their parents kneeling down
beside them, or children with ASD who need more
directional play, to the older children who want more
of a challenge. A playground as a gathering place
means they all have the opportunity for adventure.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

A SAFE SPACE
Children and their parents need to feel reassured
in a playground. A safe environment is one of the
key components for a gathering place. This can be
achieved by looking at the playground from the eye
perspective of a toddler up to teenagers, parents
and grandparents. There are hidden challenges
that come along with designing playgrounds, for
example when parents need to access a play
feature high up if their child is “stuck” or scared,
openings and tunnels should have a wide enough
diameter for them to be able to come to the rescue.
Another aspect of this is maintaining strong sight
lines between the children and the parents for
encouragement and reassurance.

CHALLENGES AND
REWARDS AT EVERY
LEVEL

0

LEVELS OF
ACCESS
AGE GROUP

0

CHALLENGES ARE SUBJECTIVE

This graph depicts the collective
power of an inclusive playground.
There is no place for a liner results
system, where those who face the
most difficult of challenges get the
best rewards.

ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
Does the playground...
•

Offer a diverse range of challenges and
rewards with each play structure?

•

Promote play features that can to be used in
parallel or collaboration with other kids?

•

Include learning opportunities or stories in
context to the play ground?

•

Create social opportunities and scenarios
where kids can make new friends?

•

Create platforms of play for all ages? - There
are just as many adults as kids on a playground!

An inclusive playground means
that every level of ability has the
opportunity to have play challenges
and rewards with same hierarchy
from the easiest to the most difficult.
For example, slides are available for
kids with all kinds of impairments
at varying heights. A lily pad half a
meter up from the ground can be just
as exhilarating as an experience for
someone in a wheelchair as climbing
the side of a giant salmon for an older
child with full mobility skills.

99+

FRAMING THE INCLUSIVE PRINCIPLES

PLAYGROUND
STRUCTURE
The three MONSTRUM principles; Artistic
Quality, Inspiration to Move and Gathering
Places, form the structure of Monstrums
inclusive philosophy. The principles are used to
frame the analytical framework. As mentioned,

1

this presentation is focusing on The Salmon
and the fishing boat playground at Hallarna,
Halmstad, where the inclusive analysis
framework will be presented in the three
following chapters:

2

ARTISTIC
QUALITY
The four play structures perform as the main focal
point of the playground, set on a brightly coloured
substrate connecting the distances between the
structures.

SWEDISH FISHING
HUTS

INSPIRATION
TO MOVE
There are two flows of movement across the
playground; first there is the commercial flow leading
form the car park to the entrances of the different shops.
Secondly there is the play flow consisting of climbing
routes, and features such as slides, swings.

3

GATHERING
PLACES
The two zones of the playground are divided by a
footpath lined with benches enhancing the notion of the
playground as a gathering place by providing space for
parents and carers to sit and watch. The two zones also
offer a diverse range of activities for people of all ages
and abilities, with more challenging climbing routes on
the salmon compared to the fishing huts.

ENTRANCE TO
CAMPING SHOP

FISHING
BOAT
LESS PHYSICAL
CHALLENGES

ENTRANCE TO
PLANT SHOP

COMMERCIAL FLOW

LILY PADS

BRIGHTLY
COLOURED
SUBSTRATE
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THE NAVIGATION
ROUTE WITH
FLOOR PAINTINGS

PLAY FLOW

MORE PHYSICAL
CHALLENGES

ENTRANCE TO
MALL

LINE OF BENCHES

1

ARTISTIC
QUALITY

INSPIRATION COMES
IN ALL FORMS
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

A SPLASH OF
COLOUR FOR
THE EVERYDAY

SCULPTURAL LANDMARKS
The journey from the parking lot to the entrances of the
shops is instantly made more memorable by the installation
of the playground. The fragmented play structures become
landmarks in the entrance square, so that if one is meeting
a friend for a shopping trip, or trying to remember where
they parked their car, the entrance by the ‘Giant Salmon’
becomes the reference point. The brightly coloured
substrate contrasts against the neutral tones of the paving,
also plays a role, injecting bright colours against the typical
mundane hues of grey and beige. The colours celebrate
the hues found in the natural landscape, bringing some
inspiration into the urban environment.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

TRAVEL AND
EXPLORE
AT SEA
SAIL ON A FISHING BOAT
The fishing boat painted in classic marine inspired
colours is installed so it does not touch the ground
surface. Suspended among the wooden stems,
the elevated boat is slanted design in its design
as though it is bobbing up and down the choppy
waters during its fishing trip. The slant of the fishing
boat simulates a feeling of motion and potential sea
sickness, to enhance the role play of ‘being at sea’.

MAKE FRIENDS WITH A GIANT SALMON
Often encountered smoked or cured on a dinner
plate, the salmon is synonymous to the Swedish
cultural identity. The visitors to the playground can
see the bodily form of the salmon, and whilst the
scale of this particular is definitely on the bigger
scale, it tells the story of the salmon of a fish that is
in fact quite a giant compared to its other watery
neighbours. Some Salmon can reach up to 1.5
meters long and over 60 kilograms in weight! Bigger
that a lot of the children using the playground. This
giant scale inspires conversations about the scale of
the different Salmon varieties, and farming methods
such as ‘ranching’.
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

THE INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE

HOP ALONG
THE SWEDISH
COAST

FISHERMANS HUTS AND LILY PADS
Sweden is famous for its relation to water, with countless
archipelagos, and lakes, the coastline is synonymous with
rocky outcrops. Dotted along these shores, one can often
find small fishing huts painted in the quintessential ‘falu red’
tone that is found on so many Swedish cottages. The small
huts spark the imagination of the kids, whether they want to
pretend play as fishermen or re-enacting their vacation in a
summer house.
The 8 lily pads are designed as a floating landscape where
you can balance and jump from platform to platform. The
sculptural quality of the piece works as the setting for an
adventurous scene for exploration. The platforms invite
children and adults alike to test their balance navigating
their way across the ‘water’ whilst trying to avoid ‘falling in’.
The platforms are sized differently with the springs changing
accordingly, testing the response motor skills of all who
venture across.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS
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INSPIRATION
TO MOVE

BECOMING
AN EXPLORER
OF THE WORLD
INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

CLASSIC
PLAYFEATURES
& PLAY FLOW
The Salmon and the fishing boat playground
offers many of the classic play features to inspire
movement. These ensure a combination of group
and solitary experiences that are a fun way of
getting the pulse running for children and adults
alike.
The features vary between challenging climbs,
using nets and climbing pegs, and rewarding
sensations such as the slide down the side of the
giant salmon, or a swing suspended amongst
the seaweed. Balancing skills are also tested
with obstacle like courses based on the bespoke
narrative within both zones of the playground,
primarily with the use of wooden trunks, ropes
and water lilies set on springs. If any of the
children want a pause, in particular those with
ASD, the fishermen’s huts offer some respite from
all the excitement. The huts are also accessible
for wheelchair users, the first of which, sits directly
on the substrate surface for easy manouvering
and the second sits on the boardwalk, so with the
help of a parent they can be transferred up and
experience the higher vantage point

SWING
RUN, CRAWL &
BALANCE
CLIMB, EXPLORE
&LEAP
ROLE PLAY
& RESPITE

SLIDE

JUMP & RUN

DRIVE IN,
OUT &
AROUND
RUN, JUMP &
BOUNCE
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CLIMB &
EXPLORE

ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

SCULPTURES
YOU CAN
		CLIMB
SCALE THE BODY OF A GIANT SALMON
The salmon structure is the biggest play structure on the
playground and one of the most physically challenging. It can
be entered by either climbing up the side of the structure as
shown below, using the climbing grips, or through the mouth
itself! The Giant salmon also offers the rewarding sensation of
experiencing a belly flop when sliding down from the top.

HOIST YOURSELF ONTO THE FISHING BOAT
The fishing boat can only be accessed by climbing up the
net or using the wooden stems, making it quite physically
challenging. As can be seen in the sequence displayed in the
image above, the young boy is challenging his motor skills by
performing several different actions. Due to the boat being
suspended it can only be entered by climbing the net or buy
following the ropes suspended along the trunks. The way down
also is quite the adventure, where we can see the boy taking
a leap from the side of the boat ‘into the sea’- or the safety
substrate surface, before running off for the next challenge.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

INSPIRATION
		 TO PLAY IN THE
EVERYDAY
MAPPING CIRCULATION FLOW
An important way to maintain the balance between access
and the unexpected sense of adventure in a playground, is
the notion of circular flow. Due to the contextual nature of
the playground, there is a commercial flow connecting the
car park to various shop entrances and the play flow which
primarily runs within the perimeter of the substrate. The
image to the right is a still taken from a film tracking the flow
of visitors to the Hallarna shopping complex. As can be
seen at first glance, there is a clear distinction between two
types of movement patterns. Firstly, the linear commercial
flow of the shoppers and secondly, the organic meandering
patterns of the play flow. The intersection of the two flows;
commercial and play is where the inspiration to move really
takes place, as can be seen in the image to the right where
the coloured lines represent the flow of children and their
families across the entrance square. The carefully curated
play structures work on a narrative level, but also take play
flow into consideration creating a loop of possibilities of play
routes and physical challenges. The tracing of flow patterns
highlights the concentration of ‘play traffic’ on two of the
figurative play features; the giant salmon and the fishing
boat. They are the most popular means of inspiration to
move in this playground.
The use of bright colours is also key to the inclusive value
of the playground. The contrasting bright colours of the
substrate against the neutral tones of the paving stones
highlights the shift in programme, from a primary flow route
to a play route. The use of the brightly coloured substrate
in the playground is as an integral feature of the inclusive
quality of the playground. The surface stands flush against
the paving, ensuring that it is friendly for people on foot,
on wheels, or with arthritic knees. It does not discriminate
against any mobility impairments or physical abilities.
There is still a level of physical engagement in play, with
the spacing of the trunks and obstacles on the substrate
that are the platform for games such as catching games, or
‘follow the lines’ for younger kids.
The interweaving lines run between the shop entrances
and play features, creating a movement filled experience,
for what would have ordinarily been just a more sedentary
paced trip to the shops.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

TRACKING
PLAY ROUTES I
MOTHER AND SON

This scenario tells the story of an experience of a
mother and son on The Salmon and the Fishing
Boat Playground.
1. The mother and son exit one of the shops
framing the square where the playground is
situated. The son immediately runs up to one of
the rock sculptures. 2. The son takes a pause at
the top of the rock as his mother continues to walk
on. 3. The son starts to follow but his attention is
distracted by another one of the rock sculptures.
4. The son runs up the second rock sculpture

on the playground, pausing at the top to look
out towards the other play structures, whilst his
mother continues purposefully to the next shop
entrance. 5. This frame depicts the mother
pausing on her route to call for her son to join,
and he runs to join her. 6. The mother and son
continue on with the original path towards the
shop entrance.
The sequence in this scenario shows that the time
spent on the playground was very short, a simple
detour for the son on their way between walking
from one shop to another. We see how the son

is attracted by the challenge to climb the rock
structures, which incorporates running, climbing
and jumping, whilst the mother continues on a
more linear path towards the shop entrance. This
short play exploration was enough to raise the
pulse and stimulate the imagination of the son,
on what would ordinarily have been a plain walk
between shops. The inspiration to move in this
case created a detour, the son was inspired to
take the ‘scenic’ more playful route on the way to
their destination.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

TRACKING
PLAY ROUTES II
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER

This scenario tells the story of an experience
between a mother and daughter on The Salmon
and the Fishing Boat Playground.
1. The mother and daughter are depicted leaving
the shopping mall together, bags in hand. 2. After
a brief discussion, the girl runs off towards the
playground, her excitement to reach it sooner,
shows that she cuts through the foliage framing
the playground. 3. The daughter has enjoyed
several swings before her mother catches up
with her in the playground. 4. The daughter sees

the next physical challenge and jumps off the
swing to run up and down the rock sculpture as
her mother follows in her path. 5. As the daughter
decides to tackle the climbing route on the fishing
boat, the mother pops into another of the shops,
the agreement is clear that the daughter should
stay in the same place, luckily there are enough
challenges to keep her occupied. 6. The mother
returns and leans against the salmon structure,
whilst watching over her daughter. 7. In this
frame we see the daughters curiosity piqued by
the small fishing huts as she dashes across the
playground to play in them. 8. The Mother follows

her into the hut and takes shelter as her daughter
starts to test her balancing skills on the floating lily
pads.
The sequence in this scenario highlights all the
different physical skills and motor challenges the
daughter experiences from running, jumping,
swinging, climbing, crawling and balancing. All
of which develop bodily awareness and physical
skills. The daughter’s experience also encourages
her mother to follow, inevitably raising the pulse,
and trigger the imagination when interacting
with the play structures.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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ANALYSIS ON THE INSPIRATION TO MOVE

TRACKING
PLAY ROUTES III
MOTHER AND TWO SONS

This scenario tells the story of an experience
between a mother and two sons on The Salmon
and the Fishing Boat Playground.
1. The mother waits along the side of the slide
as the older brother is the first to slide head
first down the slide whilst the younger brother
waits at the top. 2. The older brother climbs
to the top of the slide again to encourage his
younger brother. 3. The two brothers slide down
together, the younger holding on to the side for
support whilst the older slides upside down, to

make the experience more adventurous. 4. The
family move round to the mouth of the salmon,
to explore how to enter into the play structure
from another entrance. 5. This frame shows a
culmination of play sequences where the two
brothers climb and crawl through the salmon play
structure, a sliding down and climbing up again
before sliding down once again small openings
and look out points show the reason behind the
mothers movements as she navigates around the
salmon to see what the kids are up to, as well as
providing reassurance for the younger brother.
6. The two brothers decide to take on the fishing

boat structure, we see the younger brother taking
the more feasible climbing challenge for his age
to the lower part of the slanted boat, whilst the
older brother climbs among the trunks to reach
the tallest point. 7. The older brother shows off his
balancing skills by laying along the edge of the
boat. 8. The older brother disembarks from the
boat and then catches his younger brother as he
jumps off the side, whilst the mother looks on.
The sequence in this scenario highlights the
inspiration to move across ages, the play flow
is primarily focused on the circular flow that

generates from the two bigger play structures
on the playground; the salmon and the boat.
The age difference between the two brothers
shows the contrast in risk taking, the older brother
chooses to take the more physically challenging
climbing routes, and is more adventurous in his
sliding technique. The play structures are just as
accommodating for the younger brother, though
he needs more support and reassurance from his
mother. The fact that they can play together also
is a big inspiration, it is apparent here the younger
brother can dare to take bigger risks as he is
inspired by his older brother.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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GATHERING
PLACES

CONNECTING
ACROSS
DIFFERENCES
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

DIVERSITY
ACROSS PLAY
STRUCTURES
An inclusive playground, means offering a diverse
range of choices and opportunities even within
smaller playgrounds. Achieving this diversity is an
important part of the inclusive nature, in spite of the
scale of the playground.
The Salmon and the Fishing Boat is divided into two
zones, ‘The Shallow Waters’ for younger children,
contains small fishermen’s huts and water lilies on
springs. The huts provide space for quiet play and
role play whilst the water lilies are a balancing
challenge that is fun for everyone to test. ‘The Deep
Sea’ zone offers a greater physical challenges so
that the playground is inclusive for different ages and
physical abilities . Even teenagers on shopping trips
may be tempted to climb among the tree trunks to
enter the fishing boat, or scale the side of the giant
salmon structure.

SHALLOW
WATERS

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

DEEP WATERS

ANALYSIS OF GATHERING PLACES

A PLAYGROUND
AS A GATHERING
					 PLACE
1. WHEEL FRIENDLY SUBSTRATE
1. WHEEL FRIENDLY SUBSTRATE

2. A PLAY PIT-STOP

3. PARENTAL REASSURANCE

Placing the substrate flush to the existing
ground surface ensures that the play structures
can be enjoyed by all. This is essential to the
inclusive experience of a playground as a
gathering place, as can be seen in the image,
a woman is pushing a pram, so if a family has
young kids, or someone using a wheel chair,
they can still be amongst all the action in the
playground.

2. A PLAY PIT-STOP
In this frame, we can see two adults holding
shopping bags from the Hallarna. The
playground becomes a gathering place for the
family to come together after a shopping trip.
The parents and carers can take a pause for
respite whilst their children let off some steam.

3. PARENTAL REASSURANCE

4. A PLACE TO PAUSE

A common gathering place in every
playground is at the bottom of the slide.
Whilst some children enjoy the sensation of
whooshing down a slide, some others need a
little coaxing or parental reassurance to make
the journey. Its also a great social opportunity
for parents to make small talk about their own
children, or discuss The Giant Salmon.

3. A PLACE TO PAUSE
There are often just as many parents as
children on a playground, to supervise and
encourage their children’s playtime. As a
result an integral feature for any playground
is to provide good seating. This cements the
notion of a playground as a gathering place,
for as long as parents and carers have the
opportunity to take a seat somewhere, the
longer they will remain in the playground,
creating more opportunities for social
interactions for both themselves, and their kids.
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EVALUATING
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EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF INCLUSIVITY

PLAYGROUND
ANALYSIS
The purpose of this analysis is to examine the play
experience for children with different abilities. The
table present a runs through the play features from
The Salmon and The Fishing Boat playground,
rating the inclusive qualities and experiences
according to the three principles, Inspiration to
move, Artistic quality and gathering places.
We have considered the play experience for
the following impairments; physical, visual and
the Autism Disorder Spectrum (ASD) as these
are considered to be the most disabling on the
playground. The analysis also takes into account
the consideration that all children, and carers on
the playground and strive for equal opportunities
for all.

Inclusive Play features

PLAYFEATURES

SHALLOW
WATERS

Description of inclusive play
experience

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %

The floating lily pads

The The 8 lily pads are designed as a floating landscape where you can balance and jump from platform to
platform.

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• The lily pads are positioned above the
ground so that you have to jump or
hop across them.
• Motor and balance skills are tested as
the lily pads begin to wobble as soon
as they are set foot on.
• They lily pads stand at an accessible
height so that a child can be
transferred form a wheel chair to
experience the wobbly sensation.

30

• The forms of the lily pads vary in size
mimicking the natural organic shapes
that are found in nature
• The lily pads are also represented in
the substrate flooring, carrying the
narrative across different levels

35

• The numerous lily pads means that
there is the opportunity for
collaborative play
• The wobbly pads can also double as a
stimulative seating experience

35

35

35

35

100

85

70

100

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

SUBTOTAL

15

35

15

20

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• The Fishermen’s Huts just are a good
play for role play, or playing hide and
seek, inventing kids to run in and out of
them.
• Wheelchair users are able to enter the
Fishermans hut located on the
substrate surface.

30

15

15

30

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The small cabins are painted in the
quintessential ‘falu red’ tone that is
found on so many Swedish cottages,
celebrating the role of their heritage in
Sweden.
• The cabins are dotted with small
sculptural fish, referring to the small
fishing huts along the Swedish coast.

35

35

20

35

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The scale of the huts makes it
particularly attractive for younger kids,
but it is also friendly for kids with ASD.
• The setting of the ‘Fishermen’s huts on
the boardwalk is a great gathering
place for families with young kids, as it
close to the benches and also offers
places to pause such as the edge of
the boardwalk.

35

35

35

35

The Giant Salmon

85

70

1

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

Inclusive play
value for
Autism
Spectrum
Disorder
(ASD) %

• The Giant Salmon is climbable both
internally and externally using a
combination of climbing grips on the
exterior and wooden platforms in the
interior.
• The salmon has a slide as a reward
feature, once a kid arrives at the top.
• There are multiple routes to explore
within the salmon as it also consists of
a play route through the mouth of the
salmon.

30

15

15

15

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The unique iconic form of the Salmon
will inspire the imagination of all who
visit the playground.
• Parents can educate their children on
the life of a salmon, and the incredible
strength they have to be able to swim
up stream.

35

35

20

30

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The scale of The Giant Salmon, being
the biggest play structure, is the main
landmark among the play structures.
• The breath of the salmon structure is
wide enough at the top to make a
great hang out spot to sit and watch
the shoppers pass by.

35

20

20

10

100

70

55

55

The Fishing Boat

The Fishing Boat structure lies in a tangle of seaweed trunks and nets creating lots of climbing and balancing
challenges. This is also aimed at older kids who want greater physical challenges.

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

• There are a lot of climbing challenges,
with the jungle like mass of trunks that
the boat is suspended upon
• Balancing skills can be tested along the
steeply angled boat and when
climbing across the seaweed trunks.
•

35

15

15

15

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

• The classical form of The Fishing Boat is
painted in marine colours connecting it
to the Sea narrative.
• The installation of the boat as
suspended sculpture gimmicks the
floating quality of the boat.
• The slant of the fishing boat simulates
a feeling of motion and potential sea
sickness, to enhance the role play of
‘being at sea’.

35

35

20

35

Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

• The Fishing Boat is a great place to
stop and imagine being at sea. The
slanted boat points higher at the top so
that kids can look out across the
playground and wave to their parents
or carers.
• The figurative quality of the boat as
play structure can inspire families to
share stories from sailing trips and
trigger the imagination of kids to
pretend they’re fisherman, or even
pirates.

30

20

20

10

100

70

55

60

100

SUBTOTAL

GROUND
SURFACE

Total play
Inclusive play
experience % value for
wheelchair
users %

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

SUBTOTAL

The Giant Salmon is the biggest play structure in the playground, dominating the other play structure. It leans
towards attracting older kids, who want more physical challenges.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

Description of inclusive play
experience

35

The Fishermen’s Huts consist of two small cabins set in the ‘Shallow Waters’ zone of the playground. Primarily
aimed at younger kids, the huts offer a good place for quiet play, and in particular kids with ASD.

100

PLAYFEATURES

30

The Fishermen’s Huts

SUBTOTAL

DEEP SEA

Inclusive play
value for
visually
impaired %

Coloured substrate

The four play structures are connected with the substrate safety surface. The substrate stretches across the
two zones, emphasis the playground as a whole.

•
Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement

EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF INCLUSIVITY

steeply angled boat and when
climbing across the seaweed trunks.

• The classical form of The Fishing Boat is
painted in marine colours connecting it
to the Sea narrative.
• The installation of the boat as
suspended sculpture gimmicks the
floating quality of the boat.
• The slant of the fishing boat simulates
a feeling of motion and potential sea
sickness, to enhance the role play of
‘being at sea’.

35

35

20

35

• The Fishing Boat is a great place to
stop and imagine being at sea. The
slanted boat points higher at the top so
that kids can look out across the
playground and wave to their parents
or carers.
• The figurative quality of the boat as
play structure can inspire families to
share stories from sailing trips and
Description
inclusive play
trigger theof
imagination
of kids to
experience
pretend they’re fisherman, or even
pirates.

30

20

20

10
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Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

PLAYFEATURES

PLAYFEATURES

SUBTOTAL

GROUND
SURFACE

Inspiration
to move:
Coloured substrate
Physical engagement

Inspiration to move:
Physical engagement

Total play
Inclusive play Inclusive play Inclusive play
experience % value for
value for
value for
wheelchair
visually
Autism
users %
impaired %
Spectrum
100
70
55
60
Description of inclusive play
Total play
Inclusive play Inclusive play Disorder
Inclusive play
(ASD)
%
experience
experience % value for
value for
value for
wheelchair
visually
Autism
users
% The
impairedstretches
% 15 Spectrum
15 substrate
•The
The
substrate
connects
four play with the substrate35
four
play structures
areallconnected
safety
surface.
across the 30
Disorder
structures
across the
Playground,
two
zones, emphasis
the
playground as a whole.
(ASD) %
making it the biggest play feature of
all. Children are inspired to run, jump
and substrate
skip across
the brightly
coloured
35
15
15
30
• The
connects
all four
play
surface. across the Playground,
structures
• The
small
mounds
offer
climbing,
making it the biggest play feature of
jumping
andare
parkour
challenges.
all. Children
inspired
to run, jump
• The
lies
flush
against
the
and substrate
skip across
the
brightly
coloured
surrounding
paving,
creating
a smooth
surface.
that is
friendlyoffer
for wheelchair
• finish
The small
mounds
climbing,
users,
and
parents
with
strollers.
jumping
and
parkour
challenges.
• The substrate lies flush against the
30
30
15
25
• The changing colours tells the story of
surrounding paving, creating a smooth
the transition from the coast and
finish that is friendly for wheelchair
shallow waters to the deep sea
users, and parents with strollers.
• The small mounds also support the
representing
waves
30
30
15
25
• narrative,
The changing
colours tells
the and
storyrock
of
formations
that
arethe
common
to the
the transition
from
coast and
coast line
of Sweden
shallow
waters
to the deep sea
• The small mounds also support the
35
35
30
35
• The play route challenges the concept
narrative, representing waves and rock
of a gathering place as a stationary
formations that are common to the
place. The substrate frames the
coast line of Sweden
playground, so that all who stand on
social
carpet can
the
35
35
30
35
• the
Thecolorful,
play route
challenges
the enjoy
concept
scene
of children
playing,
and
of
a gathering
place
as a stationary
• place.
The dividing
pathway
is linedthe
with
The substrate
frames
benches so that
parents
who
are on
playground,
so that
all who
stand
visiting
the playground
with
their
the
colorful,
social carpet
can
enjoy the
children
a place
to sit.and
scene
of have
children
playing,
• The dividing pathway is lined with
100
80
60
90
benches so that parents who are
visiting the playground with their
children have a place to sit.
100
78
62
81
100
80
60
90

2

Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement
Focus on Artistic quality:
Visual and Sensory
Narrative engagement
Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement
Gathering places:
Social interactive
engagement

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL AVERAGE

TOTAL AVERAGE
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SUBTOTAL

100

78

62

81

CONCLUSION

REFLECTING
ON THE LEVEL OF
INCLUSIVITY
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CONCLUDING
POTENTIALS
REFLECTING UPON THE INCLUSIVE
EXPERIENCE
The purpose of using the three MONSTRUM
principles, Artistic Quality, Inspiration to Move, and a
Gathering Place as the framework of the analysis is
to create a comprehensive understanding on how to
facilitate an inclusive experience for the visitors of the
playgrounds.
By putting the needs of people first, MONSTRUM
playgrounds strive to provide an adventurous, challenging
and most importantly fun experience for the parents
and kids. The analysis of the playgrounds demonstrate
how the play structures and features perform against the
inclusive value of three principles respectively. Though,
in fact, it is the collective sum of all three principles
working simultaneously that create the most inclusive
experience.
The contextual analysis is also an important aspect of
the inclusive value. It is important to understand the
story of the surrounding area, before designing the story
of the playground. The symbiosis of the two narratives
is integral to the universal appeal of a MONSTRUM
playground.
The findings have shown that the boundaries of inclusive
play structures are already being pushed, one example
being ’The Icy North’ as part of the Globe playground.
Whole families are able to play at once, and experience
the fun sensation of testing their balance on the wobbly
platforms. Its is one of the highest scoring of the play
features, due to its role as a gathering place whilst still
providing physical challenges. The qualities which
facilitate collaborative play, and fun, diverse challenges
in the same place are all essential to creating an inclusive
experience on the playground.
Another play feature that scored relatively high is the
ground surface itself. Its greatest potential being that it
is already the most accessible, though the MONSTRUM
approach demonstrates that its not just a base or
platform for the ‘real’ playground to stand upon, it is in
fact just as integral to the story and experience of the
playground as the other play structures. By emphasising
the Artistic Quality of the ground surface, whether its a
compass journey one has to track around the world, or an
undulating representation of the Swedish coastline, telling
the story from the ground up, and applying the same
level of design consideration, results in the ground surface
being a key playground experience, and not just a form of
accessibility tokenism.

INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND ANALYSIS

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE INCLUSIVE
AMBITION
Despite the ground surface already scoring relatively high
in comparison to other play features, for its inclusive value,
there is always the potential for further development. How
can the adventurous and physically challenging quality
of the ground surface become more inclusive? In the
Salmon and the Fishing Boat playground, the extension
of the ground surface is manifested into sculptural
rock forms, encouraging climbing, and jumping skills.
Although the steepness of the forms, make the play
feature impossible for wheel chair users. The undulating
surface has the potential to become adventurous, and
physically challenging if different degrees of gradients are
introduced. - A form of wheelchair parkour, that can push
the motor skills for children and carers in wheelchairs. The
wobbling sensation from driving over an uneven surface
can also be fun for young children in prams, as well as
the parents pushing them. Placing more obstacles and
challenges on the ground surface, is incredibly effective
to the inclusive value, as its is the largest feature of the
playground, therefore has the most the potential and
space for development.
The inclusive value of children with visual impairments
scored lower than the other categories. The playground
experience can be made more inclusive by integrating
sensory elements within the play features. By introducing
more textures and sound, the experience can be made
more fun. It is important that they are integral to the story
of the playground and not just a form of tokenism. Guide
rails can be developed that combine the artistic quality
with its accessible nature, and railings can become
musical. By weaving sensory elements into the story, the
artistic quality of the playground is enhanced, and thus
improves the inclusive experience for people with visual
impairments for the other two principles; Inspiration to
Move and a Gathering Place.
These findings will be used to develop new play features
and experiences for future MONSTRUM playgrounds.
The extensive nature of the three principles ensures that
there is enough scope to adapt to playgrounds of varying
size, context and budget, as has been demonstrated in
the analysis of the two playgrounds, The Globe, and The
Salmon and The Fishing Boat. The three MONSTRUM
principles that formed the analytical framework for this
report, will be used as an inclusive strategy to develop a
series of five playgrounds for a project currently under
development for King Salman Park, located in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. The aim of which is to create the most
inclusive playground to date.
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